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The Smokehouse is located at 5370 W. Colonial

Drive just east of Kirkman Road on the south side

of the street. Telephone: (407) 293-5803.

Come join your MARTIN DIVE CLUB friends

at Johnny Rivers’ Smokehouse restaurant on Tues-

day, November 13th, to see the winners of our

Annual Photo Contest.  As usual, the gathering will

kick off at 6:30 pm with socializing and happy hour.

At 7 pm, Johnny’s will be serving a ‘Gospel

Feast’ dinner for $10 per person.  It’s a platter of

some of their favorites: spare rib, pulled pig, 1/4

chicken, bread, cole slaw, and baked beans.  You

can also order from the regular menu.

Come See the Photo Contest Results

 at November Meeting!

In spite of a slow start, this year's annual MDC

Photo Contest has turned into one of the biggest

contests we have ever held!  A total of 67 photos

were submitted from thirteen members, including

three first-time entrants.  Each of the ten possible

categories were filled, so there's lots of heated

competition.

Jeff’s photographs are on display at the Florida

Aquarium and he has contributed some photographs

to renowned marine artist Christian Reese Lassen.

“Thanks to Scott Richards for connecting us

with such a highly qualified judge for this year’s

event.”

Mark your calendar and plan to come out to see

the beautiful photos and congratulate the talented

winners on Tuesday.

Mike McCleskey

This year's judge is Jeff Sniadach, professional

underwater photographer and scuba instructor,

who’s been diving for 15 years.  With a Bachelors

Degree in Photography from the University of

Maryland, he relocated to Maui, Hawaii.

Jeff's experiences as a dive instructor while in

Hawaii inspired him to capture the beauty of his

surroundings on film.  The search for these images

has taken him to many corners of the world from

the Caribbean to the reefs of Papua New Guinea.
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President’s Column

Hello Fellow Divers!

This past month we had a terrific slide presenta-

tion prepared by Phil Hampton of his recent diving

excursion to Bonaire.   The clarity and content were

fantastic!

At this month's meeting we will have the oppor-

tunity to view and enjoy the results of the Annual

MDC Photo Contest.  There are over 60 entries in

the competition, and the job of the judge, Jeff

Sniadach, has been most difficult.  I hope you will

join us on November 13th to see the many entries

and celebrate the results along with the entrants.

In December, our MDC monthly meeting will

be a Holiday Party at Lee's Lakeside.  Marie Frank

is heading up this activity, which is scheduled to

occur on December 9th.  Watch for further details!

In October, the CLUB participated in the annual

road trip to Fantasy Fest in Key West.  I am looking

forward to hearing from "Captain Mike" McCleskey

and his crew about this year's festivities and sights.

Your officers and Board of Directors met on

November 6th to begin preparing the MDC dive trip

schedule and activities for the 2001 - 2002 Dive

Season.  We will meet again on November 13th

before the general meeting and again on January 8th

at the Community Room at Fashion Square.  You

are invited to attend and provide input on suggested

destinations and dive sites.  Please contact Marie

Frank for further information if you would like to

attend.   This is YOUR CLUB, and your inputs

really do matter!

Hope to see all of you at our next meeting on

November 13th at Johnny Rivers' Smokehouse.

Bob Grapentine

Got a Windows computer?  Want an awesome

screen saver?  Go to serenescene.com.  $19.95.

You won’t believe it!
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Cost is $25 per person.

For reservations and more info call Marie Frank at (407) 356-8256

We will also have another exciting gift exchange.  Each person

should bring a wrapped gift worth around $10 (really!).

Suggested gift items: fish or critter-related, SCUBA, or gag gift.

Hint: Give a gift you would like to receive.

Our party will take place at Lee’s Lakeside

 on the south side of Lake Eola in downtown Orlando.

This will be an entertaining and fun evening.

The party starts at 6:30 PM with dinner at 7:00 PM

Call Marie early, attendance is limited!

Come to Our Holiday Party!

We will celebrate our annual Holiday Party

on Sunday, December 9th at Lee’s Lakeside.
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At last month’s meeting, we were enthralled by

a presentation by Phil Hampton of his trip to

Bonaire earlier this year.  Phil is a long-time CLUB

member, seasoned diver (2000 dives! and 20 years

of diving on Bonaire), and accomplished underwa-

ter photographer (as anyone who’s competed

against him in our Annual Photo Contest knows).

He and Grace stayed at Divi Flamingo resort on the

western shore of one of the best dive destinations in

the Caribbean.

Phil shared his slides and his insight on photog-

raphy and the Bonaire experience.  We saw angels,

butterflies, seahorses, and frogfish!  His slides

showed soapfish, juvenile blue tangs, garden eels,

lizardfish, and scarlet-lady shrimp.

Phil’s tips on getting an interesting shot of the

marine world:  approach the critter carefully, take

your shot smoothly, and try a different angle, i.e.,

shoot towards the surface to simplify the back-

ground.

Bonaire by Phil Hampton

 at October Meeting!

Distinguished member,

Phil Hampton,

celebrating his 2000th

dive, in Bonaire.

Chrinoid

Frogfish

Iridescent

Sponge

Spotted Eel

Flying

turtle
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Jupiter Drift Dive

Saturday, October 16, 2001

15 Martin Dive Club divers and two bubble

watchers enjoyed a morning of diving off Jupiter,

Florida.  The trip differed somewhat from that

which was originally planned.  We originally

planned a 3-tank trip to dive five wrecks and drift

the ledge off Jupiter.  A scheduling conflict with

Jupiter Dive Charters and a reconsideration of dive

depths and surface intervals reduced the trip to two

tanks and the price cut in half.

The first dive was a drift dive along the ledge.

The second dive was supposed to be on three

sunken tugboats.  Reports from other dive operators

and observation of a flow of dirty water over the

wreck site convinced our captain that visibility on

the wrecks would be very poor.  Plans were quickly

changed, the dive boat reversed course, and our

second dive became a drift dive on a different spot

on the ledge.

Diving conditions off Jupiter are similar to the

Keys except that there is no coral.  The stone ledge

takes the place of coral reef.  Water temperature is

similar to the Keys, the dive masters reported 80

degrees on the bottom for our dives.  The creatures

are the same as seen in the Keys.  We saw parrot

fish, angel fish (including a juvenile queen angel

fish), squirrel fish, a nurse shark, and other crea-

tures that are typically seen on

a Keys dive.  New member

Dean Midden, Bob

Grapentine's brother-in-law,

collected a few lobsters - trust

he and Bob had a nice dinner.

After the dive, most of us had lunch together at

the Crab House.  It is a pleasant restaurant on the

Jupiter Inlet, directly across from Jupiter lighthouse,

On the way to lunch, Ralph and Gwen Rolape were

involved in an accident.  Their Explorer was hit by

a carelessly driven car that ran a stop sign and

crashed into them near their right rear wheel.  The

force of the impact was so great that it spun the

Rolapes' SUV around, flipped it over, and destroyed

it.  The Explorer came to rest upright on its wheels,

and Gwen and Ralph got out of it with only a cut on

Gwen's foot.  Yes, they were wearing their seat

belts.  We are all so thankful they were not seriously

hurt.

With the obvious exception of the accident,

everyone reported having a very good time.  They

had such a good time that most said they wanted to

make the trip again, maybe sometime during the

winter.  The dive boat operates year around, and the

dive masters claim that typical winter conditions are

only slightly degraded from what we experienced

on this dive.

George McGuire

Spooky Lobster

Juvevilequeen

anglefish

Ralph’s

vehicle,

after the

dive
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Fantasy Fest

October 26 - 28, 2001

Secrets of the Zodiac

Left to right: Georgia, Marie, Deb, Shelly, Scott, and Dean

The  2001 theme goes beyond the Milky Way to

the planets and mythologies that  make up the starry

vocabulary.

It is has been suggested that the island chain of

the Florida Keys is in perfect alignment with the

stars and focus travel energy down U. S. 1 to Key

West. The forts in Key West were possibly built by

ancient civilizations as  navigational devices and the

Overseas Highway is no doubt a prehistoric  Roman

road.
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Left to right: Dean, Don, Shelly, Mark, Marie, Sally, Georgia, and Heidi

Down that road pranced wizards, palm readers,

Tarot dealers, and  ancient healers. Mars, Venus,

Neptune, and Mercury led the Gemini Twins and a

pair of Pisces to Duval Street to dance with bouncy,

boingy Saturns with rings of conch shells.  The Big

Dipper overflowed with coconuts, and Orion

showed his great sword to the Seven Sisters,

sheathed of course!

Georgia and a Patriot

Shelly, Jim, and Karen
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Safety Chairperson

How To Set Up Your Weight Belt
For vacationing divers, a dive boat's slimy web

belts and salt-encrusted blocks of lead are the price

of paradise.  Here's how to keep the cost down.

Step 1: Determine the amount of weight you

need

If you can't remember and don't have it re-

corded, use these guidelines to get you started:

* Virtually everyone is buoyant in seawater,

even in a Lycra skin: 2 to 4 lbs.

* A standard aluminum 80-cubic-foot cylinder is

significantly buoyant at reserve levels: 4 to 6 lbs.

* Although the buoyancy of tropical-weight

neoprene wet suits varies, count on at least: 2 lbs.

(shortie) and 4 lbs. (farmer john/jane).

At the end of your first dive, perform the ulti-

mate buoyancy check: Find the smallest amount of

weight you need to stay neutral at 15 feet with no

air in your BC and 500 psi.  Then, write it down!

Step 2: Select weights that produce a mirror

image

For the best balance, each side of the weight belt

should duplicate the other.  A lopsided belt can be

uncomfortable and unsteadying.

Step 3: Choose a belt of proper length

The free end should extend no more than 8

inches past the buckle and not less than 2 inches.

Too much can interfere with other gear and too little

makes it difficult to cinch and ditch.

Step 4: Check the buckle

Hold the buckle in one hand, the belt in another,

then pull hard.  The buckle should not slip at all.

No more than 6 inches of excess should protrude

from beneath the buckle.

Step 5: Determine optimum placement for

weights

Fasten the belt loosely around your waist, then

note where you want the first weight on the side

nearest the buckle.  To counter the tank's weight,

most divers prefer to position weights forward of

their hips (without interfering with the buckle's

operation).  Do not place any weights directly

beneath your tank.

Step 6: Thread the weights

Lay the belt flat on the deck, buckle to the left,

outside of the belt face up. With the weight in your

right hand and the belt's free end in the other, insert

the belt's end from the bottom of the weight up

through its left slot.  Slide the weight toward the

buckle, stopping at the position you previously

identified.
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MDC Connections

We have a telephone voicemail account.  Got a

question about the CLUB?  Want to let us know that

you’ll be attending a CLUB meeting?  Just call (407)

306-5020 and leave a message!

Check out this newletter on our CLUB home

page at: http://www.martindiveclub.org

or behind the Lockheed Martin firewall at: http://

wwwmis.orl.lmco.com:2424/mdc/mdchome.html

Editor’s Corner

Thanks for all your help.  You've been great at getting

articles to me by the 15th of the month.  Please get them

to me in one of the following ways:

• Call me at (407) 356-2290 and sneaker-net your text

and graphics on disk to me at MP-031

• E-mail at work: william.paskert@ lmco. com;

or at home: wpaskert@cfl.rr.com

• Fax (please call before sending) at work: (407) 356-

4694; or at home: (407) 678-5311.

Step 7: Add a weight-keeper or a twist

Before threading the belt through the weight's

right slot, slide a weight-keeper clip (also beginning

from under its left side) to the middle of the weight.

Then finish threading the belt down through the

clip's and the weight's right slot.  If you don't have

retainer clips, you can twist the belt once before

inserting the end into the weight's right slot.

Step 8: Determine right-side position

Before positioning weights on the belt's right

side, hold the belt around your waist and note where

the right-side weights should go to balance those on

the left.

Step 9: Thread the right-side weights

Repeat the threading process for this side,

remembering to bring the belt first from under the

weight's left slot.

Step 10: Don your weight belt

Even with a light load of weights, it's best to

hold the belt's two ends in front of you and step

over the belt before hoisting it to your waist.  Do

not sling your weight belt on a crowded dive boat.

Pro Tips

* Support it! When putting the belt around your

waist, lean forward to support the belt and

weights with your back.

* Cinch it! To cinch the belt, hold the free end in

one hand and the open buckle in the other,

inhale and pull in your stomach as much as

possible, then cinch tight.  The extra tightness

on the surface will help keep your belt snug

when water pressure compresses your wet suit

at depth.

* Practice it!  It doesn't matter whether you use a

right-hand or a left-hand release.  It does matter

that you practice ditching your belt and that

your buddy knows how to operate it.

* Integrate it!  An alternative to the boat's slimy

web belts is a weight-integrated BC.  Most work

quite well with light loads.

* Pocket it!  Another common alternative is a

pocket weight belt.  Easy to pack and take with

you, the pockets accommodate most sizes of

block weights found on dive boats.

Gwen Rolape

Information for this article was obtained from

the following:

http://www.scubadiving.com/training/
DLAP/mar99.shtml

Safety Flash
If you took your tank for a hydro test to Under-

water Adventures in Leesburg - or bought a used
tank of unknown origin - the DOT has discovered
that some tanks were not properly tested and
marked.  Beware.
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MARTIN DIVE CLUB

MP-200

609 Heron Bay Drive

Orlando FL 32825

(407) 306-5020

Upcoming Events

November 13 Meeting: Photo Contest, Mike McCleskey

December 9 Holiday Party: Lee’s Lakeside, Marie Frank
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Bloody Bay Wall Mural
The Bloody Bay Wall Mural is a life-size under-

water image 20 feet high by 60 feet wide.  The

image is a photo-composite of over 280 individual

frames.  The project was conceived and executed by

San Diego photographer Jim Hellemn.  Completed

over a 14 month period, the effort included the

development and testing of specialized underwater

photo equipment as well as new lighting and imag-

ing techniques.  In all, the team made 23 dives over

10 days in July 1999 at the Great Wall site and spent

more than 12 hours underwater photographing the

mural frames.

Check it out at: www.bloodybaywall.com


